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 Top-of-the-field make-up artist Robert Jones teaches you which equipment to use, how to
conceal blemishes, and how exactly to emphasize particular features, such as eyes and lips. This
step-by-step guide to reasonable, everyday makeup for the woman on the go contains makeup
techniques for every occasion, you start with the five-minute morning-makeup for work, more
refined design for important meetings that can be done at work, quick and stylish looks for after-
work drinks, sizzling and sassy styles for when readers are late because of their dates, and even
elegant evening styles for women who have the time however, not the energy or need to spend
hours on the look.Create timeless appears that will offer you confidence and make you radiant
with internationally-renowned make-up artist Robert Jones in Makeup Makeovers in 5, 10, 15,
and 20 Minutes. You will discover how exactly to quickly and effectively transform your
appearance in stunning and remarkable ways, no matter what the occasion and within an
incredibly short amount of time.
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 But here's the thing: If you are like me, through the years you've acquired makeup shades
you've never used within a "gift with buy" and brushes of varying quality. His looks are very
wearable and contemporary, the instructions are obvious and he runs on the nice selection of
skin tones, face shapes, etc.He does, however, have a section I skipped on using contouring.
Ethnic groupings are well represented right here, the models are pretty young, appearing to
maintain their 20's - 30's ("youthful" being relative, needless to say).At first, the Kindle addition
of this book made this whole application process seem challenging and expensive.Nothing here
is edgy (Rae Morris) or a clear homage to vintage style (Kevyn Aucoin), and there's an odd sort of
sameness to the appears since each one of the photos, although beautifully photographed for
detail, are staged in almost the identical manner. I've found that of the makeup styles, the ones
that flatter me the majority are where the model gets the same eye decoration, since that is
where Robert's focus is;. Basic Very basic book. Most of these looks begin the clock working with
the assumption which you have already prepared your face, which might not be a concern for
someone with flawless, youthful epidermis - of which point steps could be achievable in enough
time indicated with a little bit of practice. To his credit, Robert does an excellent job of going
right through the preparation procedure at the start of his book (probably his best lead ever),
but, for me at least, the prep function requires a good 5 - ten minutes on your own. Such are the
joys of advancing age group and the ravages of period.However, I have yet to encounter any
makeup routine that works for me in under quarter-hour, so this that are an completely
unobtainable objective on my component. James will not seem to give them much consideration
when applying makeup. Whether it's ur first makeup book then you will find it helpful, in any
other case i'd pick Bobby Brown's books which are more in depth. Many great, user friendly
looks for all sorts of faces. I ended up LOVING the look and have received many complements. I
purchased this book on impulse soley because We loved the makeup appearance of the far left
face, and I'm glad I did. I was looking for a new, fresh look after growing in my grey hair.
Software was the same, with the exception of the most common asides about sparkly make-up
not really being flattering to old females. I also admire the fact that, outside of the brushes that
he uses (which he also markets) his tools and makeup colors are an easy task to come across, and
he creates significant amounts of glamor with only a couple of basic, timeless colours. Mr. Jones
appears to require so many brushes and make-up colors.Great - But The Timelines are Hard to
Hit I love Robert Jone's books quite definitely, this is actually the third of his collection that I
have purchased. Great tips! Then i realized I was only missing one brush to full the first
appearance that I wanted to try. I purchased an inexpensive Elf brush, figuring I could upgrade it
later easily really liked the appearance, and I substituted Q-tips for the eye blending brush.We
didn't realize that there are many looks for each of the 5, 10, 15, and 20 minute looks. Mr.-
Browse the book intro on shades and on applicators, and place reserve marks at 1-3 looks that
you would like to achieve. And if I try to skip powder, or any methods, nothing on my face stays
in place. I needed a appearance that was pretty, professional, approachable, and an easy task to
apply.We wasn't quite sure which 5 minute look to try first, but decided on the "color wash"
appearance as the model had similar pores and skin and coloring if you ask me even though she
was decades younger. You can't go wrong. It looks fresh and pretty (not Stepford-wifey or Real-
Housewives-ofy) and incredibly easy to do despite having my much sightedness. I really like
how helpful this book is.k.Yes, I am recommending this reserve after just trying two looks, but
one of the looks was so perfect for me that I could heartily recommend it.Although he uses
models with a number of face shapes and facial features, Mr. If anyone out there can create that
publication, I promise to pay out good money for this. In other words, he doesn't get into such



things as camoflauging hooded eye, or deep set eyes, or too close together eyes etc. It seems as
if he generally uses it to create that person appear slimmer. It really is as if the models end up
looking like the best variations of themselves while still becoming themselves. After all many
people find why is you different, to be why is you pretty if not beautiful., to display his
creations. Which in a way is sort of refreshing. I've always thought my encounter was too slim
and I think People who have gorgeous round and square faces should be themselves. A lot of
people find those faces to end up being attractive., but not nearly as flattering for me. Great ABC
I do not know how to apply make up because I usually thought that it had been a waste of time.
Very Useful! THEREFORE I got myself for a problem;Few things you have to know:- If you do not
know the rules how to apply the make up, the five minutes could become easily thirty minutes
(at the beginning); after 3rd day I was right down to 15 a few minutes (as long you do not change
the design);- You will need good tools (5 good brushes, good base with matching concealer and
powder); in the event that you visit a salon / mall they can help you choose the colors correctly
(kind of pricy but the shades will match and you also do not have to struggle); I also invested in a
good face illuminator and vision primer... I am no expert but I do see a nice foundation. Jones
uses many beautiful models with different epidermis tones, face shapes and ethnicities, but
every one of them seemed to be at least 20 years young than me.. the blush, lipstick application
stray hardly any from look to look, varying just in color/texture/intensity. For myself I positioned
a mark on prepping my face (concealer, foundation, brush) and one on the appearance (I chose
Latina look because I do not need to play with the colors for now);I believe this book is
wonderful for true newbies or for those who want to boost their skills. Today I am in my 30s and
I came across myself unable to apply makeup properly, for function or for a party. I got this used
but is isn't in bad condition at all. A few puppy ears on the pages, but no worse. I also attempted
the "Sun bleached" look which was o. Easy to ready and I also have it in Kindle so easy to travel
with. Look great in 5 minutes, really! I acquired a hold of most of my brushes, completely
cleaned them with baby shampoo, matched up their designs with the approximate forms
outlined in the book and labeled them with first aid tape using the numbering program in the
book. Your makeup can appear great even though you only have five minutes (or 10 or 20) and
this book demonstrates how. Love this reserve!My only issue may be the 5, 10, 15, 20 minute
timeline, which will not include the application of concealer, foundation, powder, or contouring.
I've got another 4 books about makeup, and may say that details in this reserve is very basic,
repeats what u will get in better books out presently there.Final word: if you enjoy makeup and
toying around with different looks you will find this an excellent addition to you beauty book
library, prolonged timeline and all. Love it! Love it! Five Stars Good book to have An easy task to
ready and I also have it on Kindle ... Also, it's super awesome how the makeovers derive from
how long they consider.. great step-by-step instructions and photos Nice reference manual! This
book is fun for a few tips, but I must say i can't change my face as much as they do in the
pictures. But it surely didn't seem to matter since the. Five Stars great tutorial
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